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NANOTECHNOLOGY
This product can be treated with antibacterial
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NANOTECHNOLOGIÍ
Tento produkt může být ošetřen antibakteriální

PROMA REHA brings you transportation systems allowing 
quick and safe transport of patients. Thanks to an unique 
concept of several undercarriage mutually compatible with 
various types of loading areas you can always choose the 
optimal variant which will best fit your needs. Matter of course 
is a wide range of optional accessories such as choice of side 
rails, choice of colors of metal parts or design of upholstery.
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TRANSPORT TROLLEYS Patient areas and undercarriages

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

66 - stretcher with removable mattress

71 x 210 cm
63 - 200 cm

11 cm + undercarriage
350 

rastomat
4x

16 kg

H
60 - 100 cm

hydraulic - foot pedal
170 kg
135 kg
65 kg

67 - stretcher for deceased with fabric cover

71 x 210 cm
63 - 200 cm

11 cm + undercarriage
-
-

4x
27 kg

N
60 cm

-
170 kg
135 kg
48 kg

68 - stretcher for deceased with stainless steel cover

71 x 210 cm
63 - 200 cm

11 cm + undercarriage
-
-

4x
38 kg

PATIENT AREA
Overall dimensions
Patient area dimensions
Height of trolley
Angle of back part
Back part adjustment
Bumper wheels
Weight

UNDERCARRIAGES
Height of undercarriage
Height adjustment
Safe working load
Maximum patient weight
Weight

Solid and sturdy construction with safe working load of 
170 kg create a secure support in patient care. Thanks 
to used materials and technologies an extremely high 
durability is ensured even with repeatedly increased 
load.

Lift of the patient area is controlled by a foot pedal 
accessible from both sides of the trolley. Increased lifting 
range of the loading area reduces the strain of nursing 
staff and facilitates the manipulation with lying patient. 
Wide range of vertical positioning ensures compatibility 
with most hospital beds.

Safe manipulation with the trolley is ensured by 
centrally controlled brakes. Easy operation by foot 
pedals accessible from both sides of the trolley allows 
immediate brake application in the event of imminent 
collision. With the choice of locking the wheels in the 
straight ahead position the trolley can be easily operated 
by one person during transport.

Bumper wheels at the corners of the patient area protect 
the frame of the trolley and the surrounding objects from 
unwanted damage.

It facilitates and speeds up daily cleaning of the trolley. It 
protects the mechanisms of the undercarriage thereby 
extends the life of and reliability of the trolley.

High-quality bearings and reduced rolling resistance of 
the medical wheels makes transport and handling of the
bed much easier and it helps the nursing staff. The 
wheels are made of permanent non-marking material. 
Plastic wheel covers facilitate cleaning, protect the 
bearings from the dirt and significantly extend their 
lifetime.

SAFE WORKING LOAD

CENTRAL BRAKE

BUMPER WHEELS

PLASTIC UNDERCARRIAGE COVER

WHEELS

HYDRAULIC LIFT OF 
THE PATIENT AREA Choice of color designs of sanitary leatherette.

CHOICE OF DESIGN

Hydraulic - H

Fixed - N

| Height-adjustable undercarriage using an hydraulic motor
| Height adjustment control by a foot pedal
| Plastic undercarriage cover for easy cleaning
| Plastic, metal or bantam wheels with diameter of 200 mm 
  (suitable for outdoor use), large spoke wheels with diameter of 520 mm
| Available with central or half-central brake
| Option of a wire basket and stainless steel folding barriers (not standard version)
| Quality steel supporting frame with painted surface
| Choice of color shades of metal parts
| Safe working load up to 170 kg

| Fixed undercarriage without height adjustment with stable frame construction
| Large storage space for transporting personal belongings
| Plastic, metal or bantam wheels with diameter of 200 mm 
  (suitable for outdoor use), large spoke wheels with diameter of 520 mm
| Available with central or half-central brake
| Option of a wire basket and stainless steel folding barriers (not standard version)
| Quality steel supporting frame with painted surface
| Choice of color shades of metal parts
| Safe working load up to 170 kg

Stretcher with removable mattress - 66

Stretcher for the deceased with fabric cover - 67

Stretcher for the deceased with stainless steel cover - 68

| Detachable stretcher with a two-piece patient area with fabric panels
| Positioning of the back part using a rack
| Removable mattress with surface of sanitary leatherette
| Fixation belt set for safe transport of the patient
| Telescopic handles with automatic locking in marginal positions 
  for easy portability
| Safety bumper wheels at the corners of the patient area
| Quality steel supporting frame with painted finish
| Choice of color shades of steel parts and leatherettes
| Patient area dimensions: 63 x 200 cm

| Detachable stretcher with one-piece molded stainless steel patient area
| Light wire cover with removable fabric coating
| Telescopic handles with automatic locking in marginal positions for 
  easy portability
| Safety bumper wheels at the corners of the patient area
| Quality steel supporting frame with painted finish
| Choice of color shades of steel parts
| Patient area dimensions: 63 x 200 cm

| Detachable stretcher with one-piece molded stainless steel patient area
| The top cover made of quality polished stainless steel
| Telescopic handles with automatic locking in marginal positions for 
  easy portability
| Safety bumper wheels at the corners of the patient area
| The supporting frame of quality stainless steel
| Patient area dimensions: 63 x 200 cm


